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Spinar America is leading the Virtual Reality (VR) revolution by supporting global clients entry 
and sustained use of technology to improve operations, safety, retention and cost 

reduction. F500 companies such as: Nestle, Heineken, Lockheed Martin are working with 
Spinar America to achieve remarkable results. Importantly, efficiencies can be measured to 

support current and future budgeting. 

Why VR works?  

• VR is interesting. Its gamification factor keeps the learner’s attention and engagement high, 
resulting in better learning.

• VR experiences immerse the learner into his actual working place. This facilitates transfer 
of what’s learned onto the real activity.

• VR is highly scalable while being customizable. Where with instructor-led training, costs 
increase exponentially when growing your scenarios and applications, with VR you can 

adapt and apply the content to be learned to your audience’s work field with ease.
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According to a 24×7 learning survey, only 12% learners implement what they learn 
from training that they receive on their jobs. This demonstrates training programs 

are not designed with a practical approach in mind.

• Effective training not only makes employees more skilled and productive, 
satisfaction grows with the number of trainings they are exposed to. A survey 

revealed that 70% of employees say that job-related training and development 
directly influences the employee’s decision to stay with a company. 53% of HR 

professionals consider retaining top talent their top priority.

PwC estimates the cost of losing an employee in the first year to be up to three 
times the person’s salary. Employee retention is remains a top priority!

• Ineffective trainings make businesses lose $13.5 million each year for every 1000 
employees. Effective corporate training is vital … VR can help.
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Viewer & Controls 
Users use a Virtual Reality viewer and two controls. The controls are visualized as hands 

or tools in the digital environment to hold objects. Triggers are pressed on the controls to 
engage and activate materials and equipment.



VR Training

Virtual Reality allows users to train in different 
tasks and work environments in an intuitive 

and safe way.



3D 360°

Users can observe and navigate in a 360 ° digital 3D environment, interact with objects  
and perform complex tasks while also ‘repeating’ functions perpetually until learned. 



Selecting Objects

Any number of items – or complex functions – can be selected using 
illustration or highlighting.



Visual & Audio 

Visual and auditory guides appear on the objects to instruct or 
interact.



Easy Instruction

Guides indicate object engagements, how and where to place/move.



All Work Environments

Virtual Reality can instruct countless variable tasks throughout any work environment.



Throughout any project, process, protocol or procedure all elements can be 
measured to impact individual or group performance through knowledge 

gathered and enhanced efficiencies. 

Client goals and guidelines are implemented to recorded, aggregated, updated and 
made available daily for ongoing quantification and quality control and  

improvement.

Spinar America’s mission is to listen to your objectives, create a custom approach to 
successfully meet your needs and begin executing. 

If you could change just one thing about your company that would increase 
employee productivity dramatically, why wouldn’t you?

Quantifiable/Analytics
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